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ABSTRACT

Magnetoresistance of films in a parallel magnetic field and strips in a perpendicular

field is considered. The temperature and magnetic field dependencies of magnetocon-

ductance depend on the time evolution of the correlator of phases. This correlator has

different behavior as the function of time: the ergodic behavior at small magnetic fields

is changed on the nonergodic one at large magnetic fields in spite of the diffusion electron

motion due to a diffuse scattering on boundaries. This leads to unusual temperature

and magnetic field dependencies of magnetoresistance. The ergodic hypothesis is not

applicable to mesoscopical fluctuations at such a large quasiclasskal magnetic field.
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Magnetoresistance of thin films and wires in a parallel magnetic field is connected

with the destructive interference due to the magnetic field. The magnetoresistance of

films and strips in the case where electrons undergo the diffusion motion due to the

impurity scattering in the volume, was considered by Altshuter and Aronov [1]. However,

electrons in thin films can have a diffusion behavior due to the diffuse boundary scattering.

Therefore, it will be natural to assume that the weak localization magnetoresislance will

be the same as in the presence of impurity scattering. On the other hand, it is well known

that superconducting thin films in a parallel magnetic field with the diffuse boundary

scattering, but without the impurity scattering in the volume, show a different magnetic

properties than in the first instant. It was shown by De Gennes and Tinkham [2] that

they belong to the nonergodic type of superconductors, i.e. that the correlator of the

time reversa! operators acting on the one-electron state < A'+(t)A'(0) > does not decay

exponentially at large time t. It leads to the abnormal behavior of such superconducting

films in a magnetic field: the phase diagram does not contain the gapless region! This is

a result of a geometrical cancellation of successive contributions to the phase tp when the

electron goes from one boundary to another. This remarkable property is valid for the

mirror reflection of electrons from the boundary as well as for the diffuse reflection [2].

The introduction of volume defects changes this behavior of the time reversal operators

at large times and restores the ergodic behavior.

The weak localization conductance is very closely connected with the behavior of the

time reversal operator. Therefore, I think that is is necessary to investigate what is the

anomalous magnetoresistance in the regime when the volume impurity scattering is weak

enough but the diffusion motion is due to the diffuse reflection on walls.It will be shown

that the magneto conductance has different temperature and magnetic field dependencies

in this case compare to the usual weak localization theory [1]. To begin with let us rewrite

the usual equation used for the weak localization correction to conductance through the

correlator of time reversal operators F(t).

According to de Gennes [3], this correlator in the quasiciassical case can be expressed

through the phase correlator

F(t) = < K+(t)K(0) > =

where

and the integral is calculated along quasiclaskal trajectories.
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The weak localization correction to the conductance Acrj is [4, 5]

JT (•2wh
(3)

where D is the diffusion coefficient, T, is the phase breaking time, T is the elastic relaxation

time, d is the dimensionality of the sample. The brackets < > mean that phase factors

are calculated along quasi classical diffusion trajectories which are returned to the starting

point. Eq.(3) for the magnetoconductance can be represented in the following form

e2D / » dt e-'i
~7th~

= ad(H) - (4)
(4TrDt)d'2

Therefore the knowledge of the function F(t) and its dependence on the magnetic field

are enough to describe weak localization effects.

I will consider the magnetoresistance in two cases: 1) the thin film in the parallel

magnetic field; 2) the quasi-one dimensional strip in a perpendicular magnetic field with

its length L is much larger than its width o.

According to [2] there are different physical situations depending on the ratio between

a and the clastic mean free path L

1. Dirty limit: ( < a

In this case the correlator of phases decays exponentially in time {the ergodic behavior)

F(t) =

and

(5)

(6)

Here Dlm = "r^"" is the diffusive coefficient due to the scattering on impurities in the

volume.

For thin films in the parallel field [2]

< A2(r) > = " "
12

The magnetoconductance of the film has the form [i]

and for strips in a perpendicular magnetic field is

^ ~ 27th

2

(8)

vhere

lr2(H) =
1 1

L% = DTV.

1. Diffuse scattering on boundaries without volume scattering (the noiiergodic case [2]).

lim Fit) = Ttw / 0 .
r—KM

In spite of the numerous collisions with the surface the function l'\t) does not decay

in time. This is a result of the geometrical cancellation of phases when the electron moves

from one surface to another (Fig. 1J.

A difference exists between these calculations and de Gennes and Tinkharn calrulal ions

of the function F(t). For the average magnetoconductance the returning trajectories

are essential only. Therefore, due to the theorem of cancellation the function /•'(() for

t > a/vp = r is

F(t) = < e >=" > = < e'
v°1+'VN->-N > (9)

and the first and last segment are correlated. (The coordinates x0 and xs coincide.)

Therefore

1 r/2 r/2 ,,/2 (inH (a?

2 t-n 27tH 2 a2\\

a Jo { <t>o \ 4 / J

where <^Q = ^ is the flux quantum.

Therefore, in this case, the magnetoconductance Ag(H,T) is

(12)

where ACT,J(0, T) is the weak localization correction to the conductance at // = 0 [3]

Affj(0,T) = i VJ-

The limiting dependencies i)w on the magnetic field are

( . it Ha2 „ .. <40

(13)

<t>0
<Pa a (14)



The function TJW differs from tj1/2 in [2]: 2H stands for H!

From Eqs.(12) and (14) we can see that the magnetoresistance is negative and has a

/t'rcear (nonanalytic) dependence on the magnetic field at H <C ^n/a2- This result does

not depend on sample geometry.

I want to stress that the weak localization exists due to the diffuse scattering on bound-

aries but the magnetoconductance has not the usual form. It decays nonlogorithmically

with the increasing of a magnetic field in the Id case. The temperature dependence of

magnetoconductance is the same as the one of the weak localization correction at H = 0.

Let us consider now the influence of small roughness of thickness of films or the width of

strips. I will assume that the thickness is the arbitrary function of coordinates y and z

without any correlations

A(rx) = A2<5(ri - r ' J . (15)

In this case the cancellation theorem is not valid and the phase accumulated by the

electron on each path from one wall to another is not zero

_ Aj,J+1 /2xHa2\

In the Gaussian approximation

and after n — ^ collisions with walls

= nw exp | - | j

where
1 _ 1 (2irHaAy

06)

(17)

(18)

The factor i]w(H) in Eq.(17) appears due to the correlation between the first and the

last reflection from boundaries. Therefore, the reflection from rough boundaries restores

the ergodic behavior at large times t >• Tj,(H).

The weak localization correction for conductance of film in a magnetic field reads

b \Ti>
en {19)

and for strips

There are different models of the diffuse scattering from the surface. For example:

(20)

a. The surface is atomically smooth but contains impurities. In this case this mechanism

of the loss of the phase memory is absent and there is a nonergodic behavior. L(,{H) — L,f

and all magnetic field dependence of conductance is contained in the factor

b. The surface has atomically smooth irregular pieces without impurities. If the size

of such irregularities of surface is larger than the electron wavelength A the electron

undergoes the mirror reflection from the surface but under different angles at different

points of the surface. This is the ergodic case.

3. Influence of impurities in volume. The introduction of volume impurites restores the

ergodic behavior of the phase correlator. De Gennes and Tinkham [2] considered the

influence of small volume impurity concentration on r^L and the upper critical magnetic

field in superconductors.

Let us consider the behavior of the phase correlator at different scales of time and the

magnetoconductance.

a. ( 3> j£- 3> T17n (r,m is the elastic impurity relaxation time in the volume).

The distribution of magnetic phases which the electron attributed between collisions

with the surface and impurity or between two impurities is Gaussian, (Fig.2). Essential

scattering events are scatterings on impurities on small angles 9 ~ ^ . Main phases

attributed by electron are phases on trajectories between a wall and impurity and between

two impurities. According to [2]

itHa\
(21)

In this case the conductance in a magnetic field has the form of Eq.(6) at (-^'I"J < 1.

There is a crossover between the large and small impurity concentration regimes a ~ flm.

I want to stress that the diffusion coefficient in Eq.(21) differs from the transport diffusion

coefficient in the films with diffuse boundary scattering by the factor in ~ [4].

b. Nongaussian case

When a magnetic field increases the Gaussian approximation is violated [2] and we have

the nongausstan regime.In this case essential scattering events are scattering on angles of



order to T/2 . The only segments of importance are from an impurity to a surface and vice

versa (Fig.3). (The impurity-impurity segments are negligible.) Each impurity collision

contributes two segments which have the same final and initial positions. Therefore

and

where n = ^

F(t) =

- ! - = -i- tn -i-
rn(H) r,m r]W

(22)

(22a)

(23)

(not JJ as in [2]!).

This is true only when ( >̂ ^- — 7\m or In — >C 1. On the other hand, the major

contributions to TJW come from trajectories from the surface to the impurity of length

~ Jk. U has to be less than I. Therefore,

at a2

Using Eqs.(14) and (23) at H <C *r it is possible to represent r"1 as

1 IT Ha2 1

(24)

(25)
Tn 3 00 Tim

and the magnetoconductance has the form of Eq.(7) in the Id case and Eq.(8) in the I if

case,

Eq.(25) shows that it is possible to determine r,m from the measurement of magneto-

conductance and obtain the knowledge about the volume scattering in conditions when

the total conductance is determined by surface scattering which really does not depend

on r!m!

In conclusion, the magnetoconductance has unusual for weak localization theory tem-

perature and magnetic field dependencies in thin films and strips with the diffuse boundary

reflection.This is result of the nonergodic behavior of the time reversal correlation func-

tion in a strong magnetic field. The phase correlator has a different behavior at different

times (Fig.4). This fact can manifest not only in the magnetoconductance but in different

phenomena. It is known that the usual method of investigation of mesoscopic fluctuations

is the measurement of conductance fluctuations in a magnetic field under the assumption

that the averaging on ensembles of samples is equivalent to the averaging on a magnetic

field, [6j. It is not valid for films in a parallel magnetic fields and strips in a perpendicular

6

fields at H > fy . If the essential time t in the problem is less than r,m the behavior of F(t)

is not ergodic. For example, at rtf -C r,m or t~l ~ ui > T,̂ ,1 the magnetoresistance has the

form of Eq.(12) The nonergodic behavior will manifest always when we have deal with co-

herent phenomena in magnetic field in such objects, (for example, for Maki-Tompson and

Aslamasov-Larkin corrections to the conductivity). In the end it is necessary to note that

the nonanalyticai dependence of the phase correlator on a magnetic field is the result of

its quasiclassical description because the reflection from boundary becomes mirrow when

ik{ > 1 ({ is the correlation length of roughness of the boundary and k is the projection

of electron momentum on the surface.) When the reflection on such small angles appears

the electron cannot return in the initial point and the weak localization interference is

absent.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig.l A typical electron trajectory in the film with the diffuse scattering and no volume

defects (the figure shows the projection of the trajectory on a plane normal to a

magnetic field). The theorem of cancellation of phases is the result of the mirror

symmetry x —> —x

Fig.2 A typical electron trajectory in the film with small number of impurities. Scat-

tering events (impurity-surface (a) and impurity-impurity (b)) are the small angle

scattering Gaussian approximation.

Fig.3 A typical electron trajectory in the nongaussian case. The scattering angle on

impurity is of the order of ir/2.

Fig.4 Scales of time and the behavior of the phase correlator.

Fig,5 The H — ( plane and the behavior of the phase correlator.
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